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Hi Everyone, I hope you are all ok.
In this month’s stakeholder report I thought it important to give you a summary of what the
Neighbourhood Team have been doing especially with some activity around rural crime. I have delayed
the report slightly so I could include this update.
Recently, on 27th January we executed several warrants planned and led by the Neighbourhood, Reacher
and CID policing teams in Rushcliffe. They involved a significant number of officers and took place across
different force boundaries and with the help of many departments and surrounding forces. It was great
to see everyone working together!
Firstly, I wanted to say thank you to all of you who update me on the issues you and our communities
experience. I hope you will see I am listening to what you say and that this activity is an example of it. I
know we haven’t always got things right but I do genuinely want to learn from past mistakes and do the
best for Rushcliffe going forward. As you will appreciate, I cannot give specific details because the
investigation is ongoing and would ask that you do not forward this report but as and when I can I will
give you an update.
A number of locations were attended and two arrests made as well as stolen equipment, vehicles and
cash seized. Our aim is to return as many of these stolen items to their owners. There may be some
where we cannot identify an owner so could I please ask that you encourage your communities to mark
their property so that if we do find it we can get it back to them. Despite not being able to give you many
details I do hope this shows the importance I place on making a genuine difference in the rural
communities and my commitment to working with partners.
In addition to these warrants we have still been on patrol and working across Rushcliffe. We had an
increase in burglaries so additional patrols in both uniform and plain clothes were put in place during the
night. I am pleased these offences have reduced.
Our current priorities are:
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All the best
Inspector Rob Lawton

